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Abstract—In this paper, we are planning to understand end to end performance testing process along with the
relevant tools. In this Cycle we would cover brief idea about the major steps performed during performance testing
and monitoring starting from test environment to result analysis, based on the Approach we will recommend and give
a scope for future research. Main focus is to study about the various types of Testing tools that are used to load test
the application and server performance monitoring, Importance of Performance testing in Web applications. We will
study all the areas/components that will arise a need of End to End Performance testing framework.
Keywords- load testing, stress testing, load testing tool, performance testing, server monitoring, and load test scripting.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Performance testing is not just about front end OR back end testing. Understanding how the application will
perform is more than that. It is about knowing how the application will behave end-to-end, which requires engineering
the application performance. For that reason, it is important to learn the rationality how to design, execute and understand
the results based on the business requirements.
Majorly performance testing includes Load Testing, Server Side monitoring, Bottleneck Identifications, Server
Tuning as well as Revalidation executions.
Performance testing. This type of testing determines or validates the speed, scalability, and/or stability characteristics
of the system or application under test. Performance is concerned with achieving response times, throughput, and
resource-utilization levels that meet the performance objectives for the project or product. In this guide, performance
testing represents the superset of all of the other subcategories of performance-related testing.
Performance testing is typically done to help identify bottlenecks in a system, establish a baseline for future
testing, support a performance tuning effort, determine compliance with performance goals and requirements, and/or
collect other performance-related data to help stakeholders make informed decisions related to the overall quality of the
application being tested. In addition, the results from performance testing and analysis can help you to estimate the
hardware configuration required to support the application(s) when you “go live” to production operation
Activities of Performance Testing

Fig 1.0 – Performance Testing Activities
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Types of Performance Testing
Load test: To verify application behaviour under normal and peak load conditions.
Stress test: To determine or validate an application’s behaviour when it is pushed beyond normal or peak load
conditions.
Capacity test: To determine how many users and/or transactions a given system will support and still meet performance
goals.
II. REARCH & DISCUSSIONS
To generate the load on the servers, Virtual users are triggered from the automated tools called as load testing
tools.
During the load generation servers performance related parameter like CPU, Memory , IO, Networks are
monitored to see the impact of load and to benchmark the corresponding application. Server side monitoring can be done
either using the inbuilt utilities of Windows or Linux servers or some tool/APS are also available in the marketing.
Below are some of the popular load testing tools in the market.
Load Testing Tools:

WebLOAD

LoadComplete

Apache JMeter

LoadRunner

Appvance

NeoLoad

LoadUI

WAPT

Loadster

LoadImpact

Rational Performance Tester

Testing Anywhere

OpenSTA

Fig 1.1 – Apache JMeter

Fig 1.2 – HP Load Runner
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Fig 1.3 – Webload

Fig 1.4 – Webload
Server Monitoring Tools:
Windows servers can be monitored using windows inbuilt utility called as “Perfmon”

Fig 1.5 – Perfmon Counters
Linux Servers can be monitored using the commands
(After the installations)
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Fig 1.6 – VMSTST

Fig 1.7 – TOP

Fig 1.8 DSTAT

Fig 1.9 IOSTAT
Application performance management (APM) is the monitoring and management of performance

Fig 1.10 Appdynamics
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Fig 1.11 MUNIN
In the best case, a team with the technical expertise on the load testing tool is deployed for an assignment for
script preparation and load test executions to generate load on the server.
At the same time resources with expertise in the server side monitoring with the performance monitoring
tools/utilities/APM are involved at the backed.
After the compilations of results from the load test tools and corresponding results of monitoring tools, Issues
are identified and then recommendations/suggestions will be sent to the concern team by result analyst.
Development team will fix the issues reported by the testing team and then revalidation comparative executions
will be performed to see the impact of fixes on the application.
These issues and their fixes can be on application side, database side and hardware side.
III. CONCLUSION
Study was conducted to understand the scope of the need of a framework that can build over all the load testing
tools in back end and serve with the performance monitoring capabilities also.
Managing the end to end performance testing is a complex mechanism that involves the deployment of
combinations of man power with tool/ domain specific technical capabilities, as in today’s scenario, Application
environment is become more and more complex to adhere the need of huge customer base like in case of ecommerce eg
– Snapdeal, Flipkart , Paytm etc.
Ever tools is capable to doing the testing of particular type of application/ protocol.
Future work can be done to analyses the feasibility this framework which can generate the load with the
combination of open source tools and can also monitor the servers along with various application architectural
components.
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